
























5-132 Park Brake

Park Brake Cable Service/Adjustment
The park brake must be adjusted any time the park
brake cables have been replaced or disconnected, or if
under heavy foot pressure the pedal travel is less
than half the pedal total travel. Before adjusting the
park brake, check the condition of the service brakes.
Refer to Brake Drum Inspection or Brake Pad
Inspection in Disc Brakes. The rear brakes must be
adjusted properly before adjusting the park brake.

1. Block the front wheels.

2. Raise the rear axle and support the rear axle with
safety stands.

3. Loosen the equalizer nut.

4. Fully release the park brake pedal.

5. Tighten the equalizer nut until the rear wheels will
not rotate without excessive force in a forward
direction.

6. Loosen the equalizer nut until there is little or no
drag when the rear wheels are rotated in a
forward direction.

7. Lower the vehicle.

8. Remove the blocks from the front wheels.

Description and Operation

System Description
The park brake system is applied by depressing the
park brake pedal. Applying the park brake pedal places
tension on the park brake cables, which actuates
the rear park brake mechanism. The system
mechanically forces the rear brake shoes against the
brake drums, locking the rear brakes.

All vehicles, except the RWD pickups, are equipped
with a four-wheel disc braking system. The park brake
shoes on these vehicles are inside a brake drum
which is part of a one-piece drum/rotor casting. The
park brake shoes are mechanically applied to lock the
rear wheels.
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This section covers park brake component .'
replacement and adjustment. The park brake must be
adjusted any time the park brake cables have been
replaced or disconnected, or if the park brake holding
ability is inadequate. The lever on the disc brakes
must also be properly seated when this procedure is
performed.

The park brake is not designed for use in the place of
service brakes and should be applied only after the
vehicle is brought to a complete stop, except in
an emergency. Before working on the park brake
system, make sure the service brakes are in good
working order and adjusted properly.

Park Brake Lever
The park brake lever is located on the left side of the
driver's compartment and is activated by foot
pressure. The lever assembly has a clutch mechanism
in it to allow varying degrees of park brake application.
The park brake release handle under the instrument
panel allows the driver to release the park brake
and control the foot lever release velocity.

Cable System
The park brake uses a cable system that includes
one front cable and two rear cables. The front cable
connects to the park brake lever on one end and
the equalizer on the other end. The rear cables attach
to the equalizer on one end and to either the park
brake struts in the drum brakes, or the lever on
the disc brakes on the other end.

Notice: Handling of the parking brake cables during
service requires extra care. Damage to the nylon
coating reduces the corrosion protection. If the
damaged area passes through the seal, increased
parking brake effort could result. Avoid contacting the
coating with sharp-edged tools, or the sharp
surfaces of the vehicle underbody.

This vehicle is equipped with coated park brake cable
assemblies. The wire strand is coated with a nylon
material that slides over plastic seals inside the conduit
end fittings. This is for corrosion protection and
reduced park brake effort.




